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People are inclined to continue a sentence fragment such as 'David praised Linda because...', 
with something about the object (NP2) 'Linda'. Alternatively, after 'David apologized to Linda 
because...', people continue with 'David' (NP1). Many studies have shown that readers and 
listeners can use this implicit causality (IC) bias of a verb to anticipate who will be talked about 
next in a sentence (e.g. Koornneef & Van Berkum, 2006). Furthermore, there is some 
preliminary evidence that only readers with a high working memory capacity activate IC 
information (Long & DeLey, 2000), and recently, it has been suggested that people are more 
likely to use IC information if they are primed to use a proactive, top-down processing strategy 
(De Goede et al, submitted). Overall, however, surprisingly little is known about how the 
characteristics of readers and their processing strategies influence the activation and use of IC 
information during language processing. 
 
In this talk I'll discuss an exploratory eye-tracking study which addresses this latter issue. More 
specifically, I defined different types of readers based on the assumptions of the so-called Risky 
Reading Hypothesis (Rayner et al, 2006, 2009). This hypothesis states that readers that make 
long saccades and frequently look back in a text adopt a risky, or at least, proactive reading 
strategy: they ‘guess’ how a sentence or text will continue. At large, my results suggest that, 
indeed, only readers that display a proactive processing strategy use IC information 
immediately. More conservative readers use IC information later in the sentence, or not at all. 
 
These results are discussed in light of the ongoing debate in the IC literature regarding whether 
IC-information should be regarded as a lexico-semantic phenomenon or is primarily rooted in 
the general knowledge people have about the causes and consequences of their environment. 
More specifically, I will raise the question: Can you maintain a lexico-semantic explanation of IC 
and at the same time account for the observation that the use of IC information is closely tied to 
the processing strategy of the reader? I will wrap up my talk by discussing my most recent 
project in which I attempt to study the relationship between IC, reading styles, processing 
strategies, language/cognitive proficiency etc. in a more elaborated way.	  


